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CAN YOU INTRODUCE YOURSELF ?
My name is Dominik, 33 years old, I'm social and urban geographer and I'm the cofounder and CEO of Denk:lokal and Interkular gGmbH.

CAN YOU SUM UP THE PROJECT IN ONE SENTENCE ?
We are using diversity to shape the future. We are "integration makers".

« We are using diversity to shape the
future. We are "integration makers. »

WHAT'S THE ISSUE YOU WANT TO SOLVE ?
In Germany, in the year 2015, beginning of 2016 we welcomed about 1 million people. In comparison, the number of new refugees in Berlin per year is the same as in France ! It's huge ! In 2015
several debates occured in the civil society about our capacity to integrate all of these new arrivals. People wondered how to improve our welcome culture based on multiculturalism, inclusion and
plurality. It's cool, but how to do make it real ? This is what we implement step by step.

WHAT'S YOUR SOLUTION ?
We are affording the capacity and the knowledges to reimplement, bring people together and think how to live together. To do that, we have 4 activities :
•

Housing : kids have a specific status in the German law. Because they have no parents here in Germany the State has to take care of them. They live in our social housing units for young
people. With social workers, we help them to become independent by finding a work or a study training program in a company ;

•

Integration at the labor market : we support and advise employers to hire refugees ;

•

Social work in the neighbourhood : we create a platform for old and new local residents to meet. We launched it in the refugee camp of Tempelholf Feld, the space we manage. People
from camps and people from the outside can communicate and make intercultural connections. You know, the neighbourhood is changing very fast because of gentrification process. We
would like to empower people in order to, at least, participate to these changes and not enduring it ;

•

Plan B : it's a new field in integration debates. Migration is a temporal and special process. For example, people coming from Kongo or Senegal can't stay in Germany because our
government consider those countries as safe ones…So, all of these people officially have to come back to their country, but they don't as they ran away from wars and bad conditions. It
takes time to regularize their status, it can last for 5 years. So we created Plan B Program : We see this time as a potential and a chance for them to empower. We help them to build a
network, learn German, etc. We also develop international networks with other associations from European countries like Acoge in Spain or Utopia in France so migrants can keep travelling
in another country or go back to Senegal. With Plan B Program, we try to create stability despite uncertainty.

« With Plan B Program, we try to create stability despite uncertainty. »

« Immigration is a bone of contention […] both sides don't have a clear speech […] This lack of
information is freezing the situation and make refugees living conditions very bad. In Interkular,
we put everyone on the table and find flexible forms to communicate. »

HOW WAS INTERKULAR BORN ?
In 2015-2016, a lot of newcomers came to Germany, not specifically in Berlin. It was a challenge for the administration, the civil society and for the new arrivals too. Nina, my cofounder, and me
decided to create a company in order to give an answer to all of challenges linked to Immigration. I was a geographer, she had an anthropological background. So we sticked together, we founded
Denk:lokal, our first structure. It was more about consultancy. We started with this huge project of refugee camp in Tempelhof Feld, an abandoned airport in the center of Berlin. It's the most
important refugee camp in the city, and in Germany. In a very closed space, you have more than 2 000 people. Our goal was to connect the residents of Tempelhof Feld to outside associations and
companies. It was a huge mismatch of everything. How could both sides meet each other and be connected ? Our initial idea was to understand how to make these connections possible. That's
what we tried with consulting.
But, bringing people together is a mix of so much things. It also depends on the way you implement it. That's why we decided to redesign our approach : we hired people and we built up a whole
concept from the first contact to the person living in the camp to the first contact to the association outside. We put everyone on the same table. It was a very operational based approach. This
whole new concept permit us to create Interkular gGmbH, a non-profit company, in 2017.

WHAT'S YOUR ECONOMIC MODEL ?
Local authorities, State and local governments, administrations, Chambers of Manufacturing, foundations, companies are our financial ecosystem. We provide services and support them in their
missions. As I told you, State has to to take care of refugee kids. That’s why Department of Youth delegate us the task to support youth people. Tempelhofer Feld was a call for tenders that we won.
We also propose our services to companies. In Germany, there's a huge demand about workforce. Companies should hire refugees to meet their needs. Integration process is not easy, you have daily
problems, cultural misunderstanding, etc. We are here to help both sides to stick together.

WHAT'S YOUR MAIN CHALLENGE YOU HAVE TO FACE ?
Immigration is a bone of contention. It's a very strange situation because both sides don't have a clear speech : nor the administration, nor the associations, nor the employers. Nobody face
problems, nobody moves, they just ignore it. This lack of information is freezing the situation and make refugees living conditions very bad. In Interkular, we put everyone on the table and find
flexible forms to communicate and to make both sides oversee how we can actually continue the process although there is no uncertainty.

FOR YOU, WHAT COULD WEAKEN OR PUT AN END TO THE PROJECT ? WHAT ARE THE ISSUES YOU WILL NEED TO BE CAUTIOUS ABOUT IN THE FUTURE ?
I think right now the access of the retail and housing markets for refugees could be our main problem. Our access is now stigmatized and limited. There is so much demand and so less offer. If
employers can choose, refugees are not the first choice… Minds have to change, and we need to do more pedagogy and fight against prejudices.

« Homogeneous societies never existed. We should be aware of
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it to find ways to live together. That's why I launched this
project and it makes sense for me to involve in. »

WHY HAVE YOU DECIDED TO CREATE INTERKULAR ?
For political, personal and professional reasons. Diversity, Culture, Integration, all of these concepts will be more and more parts of our reality. Homogeneous societies never existed. We should be
aware of it to find ways to live together. That's why I launched this project and it makes sense for me to involve in.

WHAT MOTIVATES YOU IN LIFE ?
What do motivate me in life ? People ! People and interacting with people inspire me a lot. I like the way of seeing people interacting and learning, and learning that interacting is not a big thing.
That's easy and human, you just can do it.

CAN YOU GIVE ME ONE WORD/ADJECTIVE/FEELING TO SUM UP YOUR ENGAGEMENT ?
I would say “fascinating”, but also "empowerment". I want to wake up curiosity in human, I want to make people curious. That's what i'm doing here in my job at Interkular, that's what I did when I
was a professor in University. Being curious. Children are curious, they are great examples for everyone.

« I want to wake up curiosity in human […] Being curious. Children are curious, they are great
examples for everyone. »
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